“CONSTRUCTION” OF A BIBLICAL WORLDVIEW

Shows the essential character of the Christian life as a journey toward heaven, and the practical significance of this Biblical conception for Christian living. A most important, but today often neglected aspect of a Christian worldview.

Wonderful view of the world which will abide when this world passes away.

Very important discussion of how our expectation with respect to the end of this age is an essential component of any Biblical world view.

Fine popular studies of these important biblical themes by a professional philosopher who is also a careful and insightful student of biblical and historical theology. Together the trilogy sets forth the beginning, middle and end of a Biblical worldview. *The Callings* is the finest contemporary study of the idea of calling available.

A.A. Hodge (1823-1886), son of Charles, was his father’s successor as Professor of Theology at Princeton. This is a classic summary of the system of revealed truth at the heart of any sound Christian worldview, setting forth the biblical data, relating the parts to the whole, exposing errors, and noting historical views in a catechetical format.

A manual for college students clearly setting forth the key elements of a biblical view of the world with contrasting discussion of historic and contemporary alternatives. Vol. 1 treats God, man and knowledge; vol. 2, the universe, society, and ethics.
Delightful handbook on right reasoning and the informal fallacies. Provides necessary tools for worldview construction and conflict.

Penetrating essay on why the Christian must come to understand the world and think from a Christian point of view about it.

Very important essay on the calling of Christians to confess Christ as Lord of all, not by retreat from the world, but by bringing all the world in relation to Christ.

Outstanding discussion of the moral framework for a Biblical worldview.

According to Phillip Johnson, "J.P. Moreland exemplifies the Christian mind as it ought to be-tough and analytic, but also generous and caring. Christians who want to develop their minds in the service of Christ couldn't find a better teacher, or a better book for the task."

An excellent contemporary summary of the system of revealed truth at the heart of any sound Christian worldview.

Classic study of the God we seek to honor in our view of the world.

Enlightening study of that company of Christians called in derision “puritan”, their thoroughly developed Biblical worldview, how they lived by it, and how they were a blessing to the world and a glory to God.

Pleasure in God as the heart motive of the Christian mind.

Helpful study of a comprehensive Biblical worldview via the Puritans.

Sets forth the Biblical case for faithful thinking as a necessary element of faithful discipleship.

“DESTRUCTION” OF UNBELIEVING WORLDVIEWS
Covers theism, atheism, pantheism, panentheism, deism finite godism and polytheism, concluding with “Choosing a World View”. Includes helpful summary charts for comparison and glossary.

Penetrating critical analysis of the polarized worldviews of the sixties and seventies set forth in contrast to the Christian 3rd way.


For all who are willing to consider the possibility that naturalism takes off from the wrong starting point, because rational thinking is God-based thinking.


Brilliant expose the de-humanizing tendencies of unbelief.


Best study of the relation of a Christian worldview to popular culture available.


Outlines the Christian way of looking at God, self, and the world, holding it up against the tests of logic, reason, and experience.


A curriculum of world views for late teens and older.


James Sire: “Amazing in the depth of its worldview analysis . . . superbly crafted . . . best work of cultural analysis from a Christian standpoint available today.”


Late Professor of the Free University of Amsterdam and associate of Francis Schaeffer shows the significance of art as an expression of one’s view of the world.


———. *He Is There and He Is Not Silent*. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1972.

Classic trilogy by the founder of L’Abri challenging believers to seek a biblical world and life view in antithesis to the philosophies of unbelief by considering their contrasting presuppositions.


Schaeffer’s alternative to Kenneth Clark’s “Civilization” showing the place of the Christian worldview in the development of Western culture.


Proposes the analogy of idol-making as the best way to understand non-Christian worldviews, and then exposes and criticizes the idols of history, humanity, mammon, nature power, and religion as created in modern American culture.

Sire, James W. *Chris Christian Goes to College*. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 19__.

Example of a freshman year of a Christian student facing individualism, pluralism, relativism, etc.

Examines the typical errors of interpretation by cults and points out why they’re wrong. Many of the same kinds of mistakes are typically at root of mistaken worldviews.


Begins with “What is a World View?” and a survey of Christian Theism followed with critical discussion of deism, naturalism, nihilism, existentialism, pantheism, and new consciousness


How to confront moral and social issues with a biblical response by understanding others’ worldviews.


Non-technical manual outlining answers to the most common and frequent objections raised against a Christian worldview, from such philosophical questions as the problem of evil to the charge that the church is full of hypocrisy. Includes helpful summaries at the close of each chapter.


On why false worldviews are generated. A Biblical demonstration that unbelief is finally grounded in psychological pressures resulting from a sinful will rather than the intellectual inadequacy of Christian truth.